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The Setup

The world changed in a millisecond. 

At the turn of the 22nd century, Russian physicists were able to successfully send a 
chimpanzee instantly from one room to another. After a brief period of military 
exclusivity, the technology was then commodified, regulated and mandated by the 
conglomerate UniTech for every citizen to possess. 

The resulting device is a simple band of aluminum, copper or gold (depending on 
social stature) that sits firmly fitted across the user’s cranium. A spherical quartz chip, 
the Actuator, rests between the eyebrows. With clear intention and a simple press of 
the Actuator, you can be instantly transported to anywhere in the charted world. 

This is the iDL. 

Teleportation revolutionized every aspect of society. Life is now impossibly fast. Those 
who can't or refuse to keep up are shunned as “trogs.” The entire world has literally 
lost track of time. The year is unknown — there is no past or future — there is only 
NOW. 

The gaps between nations have been closed, yet we have only grown farther apart. 
Our attention spans are too limited for the art of conversation. Every fraction of a word, 
every syllable, counts in this world. We have lost our identity; society is a pale, gaunt 
army of lab rats. All genders have short hair and wear unisex white jumpsuits, their 
names monosyllabic and meaningless. 

Citizens are crammed inside claustrophobic studio apartments like chickens in a poultry 
house. Our lives are wasted indoors within giant, endless, windowless buildings. 

We’ve lost our passions. Forgotten what true joy is. We don't have Time for it. 

Always racing against the countdown of seconds, we are trapped in an endless loop... 



A TITLE CARD EMERGES FROM DARKNESS:

Los Angeles, California - NOW

-- A VIOLENT, BLISTERING MONTAGE OF IMAGES AROUND THE WORLD - 
NUMBERS - FRAGMENTS OF DIALOGUE - NEWS FEEDS - HFR VIDEO - 
SOCIAL MEDIA ON COCAINE -- 

-- BLACK.

FEMALE VOICE (V.O.)
Wake. 17 messages from Mom. Rent - 
5,000 credits - due NOW plus 24 
hours. Work NOW plus 59, 58, 57... 

INT. FI’S APARTMENT. MORNING. 

FI’s (30s) eyelids peel open. Flickering lights dance across 
her glum face. Only seconds awake yet the world has already 
left her exhausted. She stands, and we get a sense of her 
tiny studio - a windowless, paneled box, monotone and 
minimalistic.

FEMALE VOICE (V.O.)
Work NOW plus 49, 48, 47...

Fi raises the bed into the wall before doing some light 
exercises. Her gaunt arms quiver as she stretches. 

The Government MORNING BROADCAST plays from the room’s 
surrounding walls, which double as holographic projectors:

Animated graphics convey UniTech’s dominance over the world. 
Today they announce new advancements to their iDL technology; 
soon, interplanetary travel will be made possible -- 

A new realm of IDEAL possibilities 
awaits!

Fi is uninterested. Her hand rises towards her own copper iDL 
band across her forehead.  

FEMALE VOICE (V.O.)
Work NOW plus 19...

She presses the Actuator -- in a fraction of a second the air 
is sucked out of the room -- SFFT --

INT. FI'S APARTMENT. BATHROOM. CONTINUOUS. 

-- then spat back out. Fi now stands before a mirror. 



FEMALE VOICE (V.O.)(CONT’D)
... 18, 17... 

She applies a dental strip, then steps under a cylindrical 
tube that descends upon her face. The device rises and her 
face is fully made up, her short hair perfect -- SFFT --

INT. FI'S APARTMENT. CONTINUOUS. 

Fi slips into a white jumpsuit and attaches her iSelf, a 
malleable tablet device that clings to her chest like Velcro.

She takes a moment to mentally prepare for the day, then 
reaches up -- SFFT -- and ports out of the empty room.

INT. STIMULANT BAR. CONTINUOUS.

A pale, emaciated army of morning commuters surrounds Fi, 
porting in and out at a frenzied pace. All genders have short 
hair and wear the same white unisex jumpsuits -- there’s no 
fashion for the worker class.  

Fi reaches the vending station, where a caffeinated cocktail 
spurts into a small edible cup. She grabs it and steps away 
from the crowd. 

From the adjacent wall, an obtrusive HOLOGRAPHIC AD for a 
casino vies for her attention --

SALESY MALE VOICE (V.O.)
Fi, you qualify to win a ten minute 
vacation!

She muses on this when her iSelf blares:

FEMALE VOICE (ISELF) (V.O.)
Work NOW minus 1, 2, 3... 

Fi hurriedly gulps her drink and consumes the cup. 

INT. G.S.O. OFFICES. CONTINUOUS. 

The Government Division for Genetically Synthesized 
Organisms. A large, white room where two dozen EMPLOYEES 
stand at workstations lining the perimeter walls. One 
workstation remains empty -- SFFT --

Fi ports into the empty space and quickly dons her work visor 
-- SFFT -- her SUPERVISOR (40s; red jumpsuit; gold iDL band) 
appears at Fi’s shoulders.
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SUPERVISOR 
Seconds late!!

FI
Sorry. iDL prob. 

SUPERVISOR
(hissing)

Fix it!

Her superior marks a tablet, blinks in disbelief, then 
disappears.

Not a minute into combing through endless data on her work 
visor, Fi’s iSelf projects a holographic text message:

Mom: need u

She sighs -- yanks her work visor off -- taps her iDL -- 
-- SFFT --

INT. DEE’S HOUSE. LIVING ROOM. CONTINUOUS. 

Fi ports into the living room of her quaint childhood home. 
Her mother, DEE (60s), sits in a wheelchair and cries 
hysterically as a NURSE consoles her. A DOCTOR notices Fi and 
turns to address her. 

DOCTOR
Fi, please sit. There’s news. 

Concerned, Fi looks past him towards her mother. Dee locks 
eyes with her in pained desperation --

-- but Fi’s iSelf projects a wall of augmented text between 
them: 

ISELF (V.O.)
Shareholder meet - NOW plus 3, 2, 
1... 

Fi reaches for the iDL.

FI
Sorry. No Time.

-- SFFT -- 

INT. MEETING ROOM. CONTINUOUS.

The first of many corporate presentations throughout the day. 
Fi appears in the middle of a meeting. 
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In these sessions there is no time for small talk; no moment 
is wasted. She toggles through meetings as her SUPERIORS 
spout: 

BOSS #1
Minus cost gluten div. Plus rev 
tilapia div -- 1.5%.

-- SFFT --

INT. ANOTHER ROOM. CONTINUOUS.

Fi appears in a new conference room --

BOSS #2
Exec visit NOW plus 27 hours. 
Clean space!!

-- SFFT --

INT. ANOTHER ROOM. CONTINUOUS.

BOSS #3
Efficiency: 180 sec back. 
180 sec O.T. req. 

-- SFFT --

INT. ANOTHER ROOM. CONTINUOUS.

BOSS #4
Potluck NOW plus 52 hours. 
Bring food.

-- SFFT --

INT. ANOTHER ROOM. CONTINUOUS.

BOSS #5
Work hard!! Seconds count!!

INT. G.S.O. OFFICES. SECONDS LATER.

Fi’s visor blankets her eyes with visual noise. She stands 
hunched and exhausted at her workstation. She slips off the 
visor, closes her eyes and taps her iDL -- SFFT --
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INT. RELAXATION ROOM. CONTINUOUS. 

A long, white, cylindrical room with no clear vantage point. 
A projector screen spans the entire space; it plays a daily 
MEDITATIVE VIDEO on loop. Today, it’s a livestream of a 
serene beach -- gentle WAVES and SEAGULLS fill the room’s 
ambience.

Streams of CO-WORKERS port into the room to clear their minds 
for mere seconds before porting back to work. Fi taps her 
iSelf and a holographic countdown appears:

ISELF (V.O.)
Break NOW minus 35, 34, 33...

She grabs a food tab from a snack dispenser. She places the 
thin strip on her tongue and it instantly dissolves. She 
closes her eyes, enjoying the momentary reprieve --

ISELF (V.O.)
Urgent call - Mom. 

DEE (O.S.)
(frantic)

Fi, come back -- we need to talk -- 
the results came in. Listen, baby... 
I don’t have much Time. I don’t know 
what--

-- SFFT --

INT. DEE’S HOUSE. LIVING ROOM. CONTINUOUS.

DEE
-- to do. I’m not ready to die!

Dee veers around the room, the automated wheelchair obeying 
her scattered thoughts.

DEE
I want to live, Fi! There’s too much 
I haven’t seen! There’s too much you 
and I haven’t --

FI
Calm.

(short beat)
Explain. 

DEE
I’m out of Time. 
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FI
You always say that. 

We notice that Dee doesn’t wear an iDL - though the faint, 
lasting imprint of the band still shows across her forehead. 

DEE
No, not like Now. The tumor... It’s 
spreading. There’s an end. They 
mapped it.  

FI
.... How much? 

DEE
Two months. 

A sharp ALARM from Fi’s iSelf: 

ISELF (V.O.)
Superior @ Station.

Dee’s face droops with sorrow. She opens her arms and moves 
towards Fi for comfort. 

DEE
Oh, baby - get me out of this house! 
Let’s go somewhere together -- 

-- SFFT --

INT. G.S.O. OFFICES. CONTINUOUS.

Fi ports back to find her Supervisor waiting -- 

SUPERVISOR
Time!! Time!! 

FI
Plus sorry. Fam prob... 

The Supervisor’s already reached for his iDL --

SUPERVISOR
Hurry. 

He disappears. Fi sits for a moment in numb silence. 

-- SFFT --
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INT. G.S.O. LAB. CONTINUOUS.

She appears before a glass enclosure where small seedlings 
grow under UV light. A TECHNICIAN (30s) consults with Fi.

TECHNICIAN 
Precision?

Fi quickly studies the young plant.

FI
80%.

-- SFFT --

INT. DEE'S HOUSE. LIVING ROOM. CONTINUOUS.

DEE
-- You don’t know what I go through 
every day!

FI
I’m here all the Time.

-- SFFT -- Dee’s nurse appears and quickly administers a 
medicine tab. -- SFFT --

DEE
You’re here for seconds. All I see 
are holographs. I never see the real 
you.

-- SFFT --

INT. C-STORE. CONTINUOUS.

Fi transfers a credit into an E-cig dispenser. A “minute 
cigarette” pops out. She takes a quick huff of chemicals and 
is momentarily sedated -- SFFT --

INT. DEE'S HOUSE. LIVING ROOM. CONTINUOUS.

DEE
-- We never talk. You used to have 
things to say. You used to have 
passions. 

FI
I have passions. 

(off Dee’s look)
I’m busy. 
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DEE
Right, that’s it - you’re just too 
busy for your old “trog” mother. I 
bet you won’t even stay long enough 
for me to finish--

-- SFFT --

DEE
-- my sentence.

INT. G.S.O. CONFERENCE ROOM. CONTINUOUS. 

A small group of SUPERIORS await.

SUPERIOR
Tobacco?

FI
80%.

SUPERIOR
(hissing)

Raise it!

-- SFFT --

INT. G.S.O. OFFICES. CONTINUOUS.

Fi ports to her workstation. A holographic tobacco plant 
spins and rotates on her visor. She swipes her hand and 
replaces some numbers within the chain of genetic code         
-- SFFT --

INT. DEE’S HOUSE. LIVING ROOM. CONTINUOUS. 

Fi ports into the living room. Empty. -- SFFT --

INT. DEE'S HOUSE. KITCHEN. CONTINUOUS.

She finds Dee next to a large window, staring out at the 
backyard. They share silence for a beat. 

DEE
I keep trying to remember how things 
were. 

FI
Explain.
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DEE
When you actually had Time for me. 
When you’d want to have Time for me. 
I just need to accept that those days 
are gone. 

FI
Not true. I’m here. 

DEE
Are you? 

Her eyes scan the evergreen forest lining the back perimeter. 

DEE
I wish you were. I wish... 

(beat)
Wouldn’t it be wonderful to share 
that again?

FI
What?

Fi approaches slowly, her words suddenly more considered.

FI
... Share what, Mom? 

DEE
Has it really been that long? I don’t 
know -- I swear it was only last    
year -- No... No, it has been that 
long... 

Dee’s attention returns to the room. A dreamy smile. 

DEE
My little Fi. So sweet and so daring. 
Running in here with muddy shoes, 
laughing and screaming.

(arms outstretched)
‘Come on, Mommy! Let’s go on an 
adventure!’ 
And away we went! All through the 
woods. Across trails. Sometimes all 
the way to the city. Didn’t matter 
where we were going -- half the fun 
was just getting there. 

FI
We can have that again, Mom. I’m 
still your little girl. I’d do 
anything for you.
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DEE
And what is it exactly that you’ve 
done lately? 

FI
Lots.

DEE
Just the past two months - how much 
Time do you think you’ve spent with 
me? Have you ever checked the log? 

FI
(thinking)

Ten hours...? Fifteen...? 

Dee presses her iSelf. From a log of ever-running 
surveillance, a FAST MONTAGE is projected between them -- 
quick snippets of their cold, brief interactions over the 
weeks. Dee swipes her hand to speed through the log until 
reaching the end of the timeline. 

DEE
... 4 minutes. 

Silence.

DEE
Don’t tell me that’s all I have left 
with my daughter.
Don’t tell me I only have 4 minutes 
of joy before I die!!

FI
I... I’m doing the best I can -- it’s 
a lot to deal with! Between work 
and... It’s hard for us to go places 
since you got sick!   

DEE
It wasn’t illness that brought us 
apart. It’s that thing between your 
eyes... 
It’s become your entire life. 

Her wheelchair turns; her back now faces Fi.

DEE
I don’t know you anymore. Just go.  

A long beat. 

-- SFFT --
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INT. G.S.O. LAB. CONTINUOUS.

TECHNICIAN
Precision?

Fi checks the plant again. She slumps in disappointment.

FI
81%...

-- SFFT --

INT. RELAXATION ROOM. CONTINUOUS.

Fi closes her eyes and breathes in the WAVES... 

INT. G.S.O. OFFICES. LATER.

Back at her workstation... 

She glances around, then gestures her hand in a circular 
motion. Her holo-visor shifts to a DATING APP, where 
potential suitors are projected for review. Fi swipes her 
hand and a new candidate is presented one after another. 

One suitor piques her interest. She plucks the profile from 
the air -- presses and holds her finger to the iSelf. 

INT. BISTRO. NIGHT.

-- SFFT -- 

Now wearing a lavender jumpsuit and generic earrings, Fi 
ports to the table of an upscale restaurant, where JO (40s; 
affluent), her date, sits waiting. 

JO
Jo.

FI
Fi.

Dates in this world are rigid. Fi sits. 

JO
Work? 

FI
Yes.
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JO
Vaxxed? 

FI
... Yes. 

JO
Food?

Jo indicates the menu screen on the table. 

FI
No pref. 

JO
I like steak. 

Jo presses the screen twice. A small set of pills and flavor 
tabs are dispensed onto two ornate plates. It all looks 
profoundly unsatisfying. 

They ingest their meal in seconds. 

JO
Travel? 

FI
Um. Used to. 

JO
Music? 

FI
... Not really. 

Their compatibility is quickly dropping. 

JO
Hobbies? 

FI
Um... I--I don’t know... 

JO
Hm. 

FI
So where do you live--?

-- SFFT -- 

Jo’s gone. Fi is bewildered, alone at the table. 
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INT. FI'S APARTMENT. NIGHT.

Alone in her apartment, Fi sits on the only chair in the 
room. She unwraps a flavor tab of ice cream and pops it into 
her mouth. On the holo-screen walls a NEWS ANCHOR (50s; 
plastic surgery) speaks in a monotone voice:

ANCHOR
Apartment fire. D-11. One dead. Three 
hurt. Sol flares NOW minus 5 hours to 
NOW minus 3 hours. Outages - D’s 1, 3 
and 5. Murder in D-7, Slum 5. Cause: 
eShock. Victim: pre-adult male. 
Motive: drugs. Sponsors NOW.

A brief COMMERCIAL BREAK - a series of symbols and 
accompanying tones in quick succession. A green circle - dee!  
A blue square - doo! A red triangle - dah!

We return to the Anchor.

ANCHOR
Pres Roth will attend World VR Tourn. 
Expected-- 

The screen shuts off -- the lights in the room strobe red -- 
a FEMALE VOICE announces herself through the room’s    
SPEAKERS --

FEMALE VOICE (V.O.)
Attention. New firmware for iDL 
released. Update to latest version 
NOW. Repeat: Update NOW. 

The lights return to normal and the newscast reappears --

ANCHOR
Breaking: UniTech releases new 
firmware. Must update NOW!  

The Anchor presses his own iDL; the quartz Actuator flashes 
for a few seconds as he regurgitates propaganda:

ANCHOR
New features: Port faster plus 3 
milliseconds. Greater lunar network. 
Plus bio mapping --

Fi grows disinterested. She spits out her flavor tab and 
inhales a “minute cigarette”. Her iSelf BEEPS --

ISELF (V.O.)
Fi, please update iDL firmware NOW.
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Fi’s eyes droop from exhaustion. They slowly shut. The sounds 
of the room become MUFFLED and HAZY.

FADE OUT.

ANOTHER BLIZZARD OF IMAGES STARTS THE DAY --

INT. FI'S APARTMENT. MORNING.

Fi’s eyes open, drenched in fatigue.

ISELF (V.O.)
Wake. No new messages. Rent - 5,000 
credits - paid NOW minus 3 seconds. 
Work NOW plus 59, 58, 57... 

INT. G.S.O. OFFICES. ONE MINUTE LATER.

Two dozen vacant workstations line the perimeter walls. A 
short, high-pitched TONE blares from the ceiling SPEAKERS --
-- SFFT --

In a single moment, two dozen EMPLOYEES in white jumpsuits 
appear at their respective workstations. They don their 
visors and immediately begin work -- SFFT --

Fi pops in a second later and throws on her work visor.

INT. MEETING ROOMS. VARIOUS. 

More meetings -- the pace of this sequence is 4x the speed of 
yesterday’s.

SINGLE SHOT

Fi ports between hundreds of different rooms, meetings, and 
people. At a blistering speed, the world around her becomes a 
distorted blur -- SFFT -- SFFT -- SFFT -- SFFT -- SFFT --

INT. RELAXATION ROOM. CONTINUOUS.

-- SFFT -- Fi ports in and ingests a midday snack. She stands 
in stillness. 

Her attention is brought to the soft whistling of SONGBIRDS. 
The gentle sway of TREES. She looks up at the day’s 
MEDITATIVE VIDEO --

It is a scene of a peaceful, lush evergreen forest.
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Something’s different about this one. Fi slowly walks closer 
to the display wall. She’s transfixed by it; everything else 
becomes secondary.

She closes her eyes as the chorus of wildlife washes over 
her.

FLASHBACK - EXT. FOREST. DAY. 

A brief flash of YOUNG FI (9; no iDL band; longer hair) 
running past trees. A faint image of her mother, healthy and 
energetic, ahead of her on a hiking trail. 

BACK TO SCENE

Fi snaps back to reality. She looks around. Would anyone 
notice if she left for a minute? She closes her eyes and 
reaches for her iDL -- CRACK!

The Actuator jewel splits in place and flashes a red light. 

Momentarily stunned, Fi tries porting again. No good. Panic 
strikes. She tries again. And again. A sharp ALARM emanates 
from her iSelf:

ISELF (V.O.)
Alert: iDL malfunction. Certified 
repair req. Seek transport to tech 
center. Nearest station tagged.

A holographic map is projected in front of her. A route is 
drawn between her and the waypoint. CO-WORKERS stare at Fi 
and whisper. She blinks incredulously at the map. 

A border of light shines through the room’s white wall, and a 
doorway slides open.

INT. CORRIDOR. MOMENTS LATER.

She peers down the forgotten hallway, seeing an exit door -- 
its presence looks foreign and out of place.

Fi reaches the door. It’s been years since she’s even opened 
one -- how do they work again? She clumsily twists the 
doorknob until it opens --
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INT. STAIRWELL. CONTINUOUS.

Like a baby learning to walk, Fi grips the handrail for 
support. Her legs atrophied, her muscle memory nonexistent, 
she begins the painful descent towards the light.
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